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Abstract 
Dental Radiography Digital Volume Tomography (DVT) gains more and more importance due to its possibility 
of three-dimensional imaging of teeth, jaw and visercoranium and the reduced radiation dose in comparison to 
conventional Computer Tomography (CT). Contrary to other, well documented radiographic procedures like 
dental panorama x-ray imaging there are no national or international guidelines or recommendations relating to 
DVT which regulate the designation of areas and standardize risk assessment. This study aims to assess the 
parameters necessary for local radiation protection in dental practices.  
Measurements were carried out in dental practices in order to evaluate the local dose resulting from different 
DVT devices. A special dental-phantom and a real human head were used in the irradiations in order to define 
the local dose of scattered radiation by nominal voltage. The dental-phantom was created for conventional dental 
panorama x-ray devices which make use of lower nominal voltages. This poses the question if the scatter 
performance of the special dental-phantom is comparable to a real human head and therefore applicable to the 
estimation of the radiation quality of a DVT when using 120 kV. The existing guidelines for dental panorama x-
ray are analyzed and suggestions for future recommendations concerning the designation of areas and risk 
assessment for DVT are then deducted by comparing both sets of measurements. The results show that the 
special dental-phantom is absolutely suitable for the definition of the local dose resulting from the scattered 
radiation of a DVT.  
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1. Introduction 
Digital volume tomography (DVT) has been in use in dental medicine since the late 1990s with the 
advantage of decreased radiation dose in comparison to CT and three dimensional imaging like 
panoramic x-ray. DVT-scanners make use of a cone beam which encompasses a large volume with a 
single rotation around the patient. Images are reconstructed using algorithms to produce 3-dimensional 
images at high resolution.  
This paper describes the results of measurements which were carried out in different dental practices in 
order to evaluate the local dose of DVT devices. These measurements form the bases for calculations 
of lead coating of dental practices and for radiation protection requirements in order to define the 
surveillance area and the control area by nominal voltage in compliance with Austrian law. 
 
2. The Phantom 
To simulate the scatter performance of a human head a special dental phantom is used, which was 
originally created for conventional dental x-ray and is in common use for defining the surveillance and 
control area of dental devices [4]. 
The phantom consists of acrylic glass and is formed of a one side closed hollowed cylinder with a 
height of 150 mm, a diameter of 120 mm and a wall’s thickness of 20 mm (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 :  Special dental phantom. 
 

 
 
3. Measurements  
Dose measurements were performed with two different DVTs and a panoramic x-ray (Figure 2)  using 
the phantom for the comparison of the local dose in a distance of 1 m with the aid of a Szintomat 
(Automess). Further dose measurements were carried out at the DVT device i-Cat using different 
scattering bodies. This was realized with the special phantom and a real human head from an adult 
male patient at a voltage of 120 kV.  

Figure 2 Dental devices (from left to right): Imaging Sciences International i-CAT (DVT) [2]; Sirona 
– Galileos (DVT) [1]; Sirona - Orthophos XG Plus (Panoramic x-ray) [1]. 
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Table 1 Setting parameters of the three dental devices. 
 

device: I-Cat 
(DVT) 

Galileos 
(DVT) 

Orthophos DS 
(Panoramic x-ray) 

nominal voltage: 120 kV 85 kV 90 kV 
current-time-
product: 24 mAs 42 mAs 169 mAs 

filtering: 2,5 mm Al 2,5 mm Al 2,5 mm Al 
 
4. Results 
The results of the measurements (measured dose in 1 m distance) using nominal voltage and the 
phantom at different dental devices were converted into local dose per week considering a typical 
weekly load of the x-ray sources as demanded by ÖNORM S 5212 (Table 2) [3]. 

Table 2 Results of measurements at two DVT devices and one panoramic x-ray using the phantom. 
 

device: I-Cat 
(DVT) 

Galileos 
(DVT) 

Orthophos DS 
(Panoramic x-ray) 

measured dose in 1 m 
distance: 9,8 µSv 4,4 µSv 1,9 µ Sv 

weekly load: 200 mAmin/week 200 mAmin/week 200 mAmin/week 

weekly dose in 1 m 
distance: 4,9 mSv 1,3 mSv 0,13 mSv 

 
For comparison the measurements for the phantom and the human head in 1 m distance were 
performed at the DVT device I-cat due to its high nominal voltage of 120 kV (Table 3). Therefore the 
setting parameters for both measurements were exactly the ones mentioned in Table 1. 

Table 3 Comparison of the phantom and the human head at the DVT device I-cat. 
 

device: I-Cat I-Cat 

scattering body: special phantom human head 

measured dose in 1 m 
distance: 9,8 µSv 8,9 µSv 

 
 
5. Conclusion 
This project demonstrated that the local dose with nominal voltage of a DVT is nearly five times 
higher than a typical panoramic x-ray device. Converting the local dose into weekly dose by using a 
given weekly load (respectively 200 mAmin/week) [3], which results from the amount of patients in 
typical dental practices, yields a  weekly dose of the DVT in 1 m distance up to 40-times higher than 
the panoramic x-ray. But even among DVT devices the weekly dose differs by a factor four. This can 
be explained by different voltages. I-cat uses a voltage of 120 kV whereas Galileo operates with 85 
kV.  
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Measurements with different scattering bodies show that the deviation in scatter characteristics 
between the phantom and the human head is about 10 %. This leads to the conclusion that for the 
purpose of risk assessment for radiation protection (ÖNORM S 5214-1) [1], the phantom is applicable 
to DVT-devices at 120 kV. For the sake of completeness it has to be mentioned, that no conclusions 
can be drawn concerning the dose to the patient. 
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